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Abstract

Last-minute maintenance planning is often undesirable, as it may cause downtime during operational hours, may require rescheduling of other activities, and does not allow to optimize the management of spare parts, material, and personnel. In spite of the aforementioned drawbacks of last-minute planning, most existing methods plan maintenance activities at the last minute. In this paper, we propose a new strategy for timely maintenance planning in multi-component systems.

As a first step, we determine for each system component independently the most appropriate maintenance planning strategy. This way, the maintenance decisions can be tailored to the specific situations. For example, conservative maintenance decisions can be taken when the risk tolerance is low, and maintenance decisions can be made timely when we can accurately predict future degradation behavior. In the second step, we optimize the maintenance plan at the system level. Here, we account for economic and structural dependence with the aim to profit from spreading or combining various maintenance activities. The applicability of the method is demonstrated on a railway case. It is shown how the different cost functions (e.g., costs of maintenance, downtime, and failure) influence the maintenance decisions.
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1. Introduction

For many systems, like manufacturing and transportation systems, maintenance activities have a major influence on the availability, safety, and operational costs of the system. The ideal maintenance strategy prevents failures without resorting to over-maintenance. Such a strategy depends on the current and the future health of the system, which are never completely known in practice. However, if the right system variables are measured and processed adequately, good estimates and predictions of the system health can be obtained, based on which the maintenance can be planned. This is the motivation behind condition-based maintenance.

Although much research has been devoted to maintenance planning based on real-time condition monitoring, most existing methods use only diagnostic information, consider planning of individual components, and focus on last-minute planning. Such approaches are sufficient for systems for which it is convenient to perform maintenance shortly after the decision to do so has been made. Last-minute maintenance planning is however often undesirable as it may cause downtime during operational hours, may require rescheduling of other activities, and does not allow to optimize the management of spare parts, material, and personnel. Furthermore, in multi-component systems, like road and railway networks and wind farms, it may be beneficial to combine or spread maintenance activities. This is not possible when maintenance needs are known just in time.

Motivated by the shortcomings of last-minute maintenance planning, we propose a two-stage bottom-up approach\(^1\) for timely maintenance decision making based on real-time condition monitoring in multi-component systems. A bottom-up approach is preferred over a top-down (aggregate) approach, because of its applicability to heterogeneous systems, i.e., systems consisting of multiple types of components [1–4].

The first stage consists of determining the need for maintenance on each of the individual system components. If maintenance is required, based on the nature and urgency of the problem, the most appropriate type and time of maintenance have to be decided. As information regarding the system health is available in real time, it is not obvious when to settle on the decision regarding the time and type of maintenance. Generally, the more data are available, the better we can estimate the current and future system health, allowing a better decision on the time.

In a bottom-up approach, optimal maintenance strategies for the individual system components are determined first.

---

\(^1\)In a bottom-up approach, optimal maintenance strategies for the individual system components are determined first.
and type of maintenance. However, it also holds that the more data are available, the further the system fault has already developed, reducing the freedom to efficiently plan the maintenance. This trade-off implies that the timing of the final maintenance decision is an important decision variable. To the authors’ best knowledge, the timing of maintenance decisions, i.e., trading off accuracy and timeliness, has not been previously considered in the context of condition-based maintenance decision making. However, similar kinds of problems have been studied in economics as the intertemporal choice problem [5] and in probability theory as the optimal stopping problem [6, 7]. In this work, we extend the intertemporal choice problem to the maintenance domain.

In the second stage, we determine, based on the previously determined maintenance strategies for the individual components, the system-level maintenance strategy that minimizes total costs. So far, most work on system-level maintenance optimization has been focused on incorporating budget constraints [3, 8]. In this work, we incorporate economic and structural dependence with the aim to minimize costs by spreading or combining maintenance activities. As already pointed out in [2, 4] in the context of infrastructure management, the benefits of combining maintenance depend on the (spatial) relationships among the assets. Combining maintenance activities on multiple system components in road and railway networks is usually advantageous when the components form a series configuration, as the particular section is not available anyway. For system components arranged in a parallel structure, simultaneous maintenance is often undesirable, as it further reduces network capacity. An analogous reasoning holds for multi-component systems in general: in deciding whether to combine or spread maintenance, a trade-off between economics of scale and loss of functionality has to be made. The exact form of this trade-off depends on the structural dependencies between the considered components. In this work, we propose a systematic way for incorporating these dependencies in the system-level optimization.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

- We propose a component-level approach to maintenance planning in heterogeneous systems that trades timeliness for accuracy (Section 5);
- We propose a system-level maintenance optimization method that allows trading loss of functionality for cost reduction by incorporating economic and structural dependence in a fundamental way (Section 6).

To demonstrate both approaches, we apply them in a case study concerning maintenance planning for a railway network (Section 7) as a railway network is a typical example of a system subject to heterogeneity and interdependence for which last-minute maintenance planning is undesirable.

2. Literature review

Over the past years, various papers have been published on condition-based maintenance planning. Most of these works (e.g., [9–14]) base their maintenance decisions on just diagnostic information.

Currently, only a few papers have been published that consider prognostic information for maintenance optimization [15–19]. The advantage of including prognostic information is demonstrated in [18]. In [16], an optimal condition-based replacement policy is proposed for systems for which degradation conforms to an inverse Gaussian process. The authors of [15, 19] optimize maintenance planning for complex multi-component systems, assuming that component degradation follows a gamma distribution. The authors of [17] consider maintenance optimization for systems the degradation behavior of which is described by a random coefficient auto-regressive model.

Two drawbacks of the aforementioned methods are: 1. they only address the question whether or not to perform maintenance at a particular decision time instant; 2. except for [18], they rely on a specific degradation model. In contrast, the method proposed in this work is not restricted to a specific degradation model, but uses the diagnosis and prognosis result to predict both the required type and optimal time of maintenance.

Maintenance planning for multi-component systems has been treated e.g. in [15, 18–24]. Because in general interactions exist among system components, the optimal maintenance strategy for a multi-component system is not simply the set of optimal component-level solutions [22]. Consequently, recently methods have been proposed that account for (some of) these interactions, most of them focusing on economic dependence [20–22, 24]. Stochastic dependence is e.g. considered in [18], and the authors of [19] propose a method that incorporates both economic, stochastic, and structural dependence. In this work, we incorporate both economic and structural dependence. Like in [19], we model structural dependence as economic dependence. We do not explicitly consider stochastic dependence as we assume that this type of dependence is accounted for in the diagnosis and prognosis step. The main difference compared to the method proposed in [19] is that in [19] the maintenance schedule is updated each time new information becomes available without considering when to finalize the maintenance decision. In contrast, our method optimizes the time instant at which to

A distinction can be made between economic, structural, and stochastic dependence. Economic dependence implies that maintenance costs decrease or increase when components are jointly maintained instead of separately. Structural dependence applies if components structurally form a part, so that maintenance of a failed component implies decommission of the other components as well. Stochastic dependence occurs if the state of a component influences the lifetime distribution of another component, or if there are causes outside the system that correlate the lifetimes of the components (common-cause failures) [25].
settle on the maintenance decision. We aim to settle on the maintenance decision in an early stage, so as to avoid last minute re-scheduling of other activities and to allow for the optimization of spare parts, material, and personnel. Especially in intensively-used systems, like railway networks, it is desirable to plan the maintenance in time. Moreover, in contrast to [19], we account for different types of maintenance activities.

Although the two-stage bottom-up approach that we consider for maintenance optimization is based on the approach proposed in [3], the two strategies are clearly different: while [3] focuses on infrastructure management, we use it for condition-based maintenance planning, resulting in other objective functions. Moreover, [3] only accounts for budget constraints in the system-level optimization, while we include economic and structural dependence in the system-level optimization.

In summary, compared to existing methods, the proposed method adds the following:

1. Next to deciding whether maintenance is needed, we optimize the required type of maintenance and the time to perform the maintenance;
2. We optimize the time to settle on the aforementioned maintenance decisions, hereby trading accuracy for timeliness;
3. We decouple the maintenance optimization from the diagnosis and prognosis process. This way, we are able to exploit both diagnostic and prognostic information for maintenance optimization without restricting ourselves to a particular degradation model;
4. We provide a systematic framework for incorporating economic and structural dependencies among system components in the system-level optimization.

3. Assumptions

For clarity and to limit the scope of this paper, the following assumptions are adopted:

\( A_1 \) We have fixed monitoring time instants at which diagnosis, prognosis, and maintenance planning are carried out.

\( A_2 \) Only major maintenance is considered. After maintenance is carried out, the component is in an as-good-as-new state.

\( A_3 \) The different, application-specific, cost functions (e.g. costs of maintenance, downtime, and system failure) are assumed to be known.

\( A_4 \) The costs of performing a maintenance action are independent of the actual system health.

\( A_5 \) Only economic dependence is explicitly modeled. Structural dependence is modeled as economic dependence. In addition, we assume that stochastic dependence is accounted for in the diagnosis and prognosis process. Moreover, as the focus of this paper is on maintenance optimization, we assume that adequate diagnosis and prognosis results are available. State-of-the-art diagnosis and prognosis methods can e.g. be found in [26–32]. Below, we specify how we assume the diagnosis and prognosis result to be specified.

3.1. Diagnosis result

The health state of component \( i \) at time \( \tau \) is captured by a discrete variable \( H_i(\tau) \in \{h, f_{i,1}, f_{i,2}, \ldots, f_{i,\ell_i}\} \), where \( h \) represents the healthy state and \( f_{i,1} \) through \( f_{i,\ell_i} \) denote the possible fault types for component \( i \). Since it is generally not possible to determine the health state with complete certainty, the diagnosis result is a probability mass function over the current (\( \tau = \tau_e \)) health state: \( P(H_i(\tau_e)) \).

3.2. Prognosis result

The prognosis result (see Figure 1) of component \( i \) includes the current value of the degradation measure\(^\text{4} \), \( d_i(\tau_e) \), as well as its predicted evolution. We assume \( d_i(\cdot) \) to be a continuous-time stochastic process. Since the prognosis result is a probability distribution over this process, we denote it as \( p(d_i|\mathcal{D}_e) \), where \( \mathcal{D}_e \) represents all data available at time \( \tau_e \). The prognosis result can be used to predict the value \( p(d_i(\tau)|\mathcal{D}_e) \) of the degradation measure at a given time \( \tau > \tau_e \).

Since different fault types generally result in different time behaviors of \( d_i(\cdot) \), we require a distinct prognostic model to be available for every possible fault type \( f_{i,1}, \ldots, f_{i,\ell_i} \). In the sequel, we assume that the prognostic models are captured by parametric models (see e.g. [28, 33]). So, for each component \( i \) we have \( \ell_i \) parametrized models: \( m_{i,1}(\cdot|\Theta_{i,1}), \ldots, m_{i,\ell_i}(\cdot|\Theta_{i,\ell_i}) \), each characterizing the expected temporal behavior of the degradation measure as a consequence of the corresponding fault type. Vector \( \Theta_{i,j} \) denotes the model parameters, which might be stochastic.

The applicable parametric model is indicated by the diagnosis result, and its parameters are estimated based on the available data. Since the diagnosis result is a probability mass function over the possible health states, the predicted degradation process constructed at time \( \tau_e \) evaluated at \( \tau \) is a mixture of all applicable degradation models:

\[
d_i(\tau) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{\ell_i} P(H_i(\tau_e) = f_{i,j}) \cdot m_{i,j}(\tau|\Theta_{i,j})
\]

Based on this predicted degradation process and the failure threshold \( \lambda_i \), which is the value of \( d_i(\cdot) \) above which failure occurs, the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) distribution can be determined (see e.g. [33, 34] for more information on determining RUL distributions).

\(^4\)The degradation measure is a continuous variable that can be computed from sensor information, and captures a component’s degree of degradation [33].
hand, it is desirable to make the maintenance decisions regarding the time and type of maintenance. On the one hand, it is not obvious when to settle on a decision in real time, it is not obvious when to settle on a decision. Moreover, to prevent system downtime during operational hours, the right decision should be made at least $z_i$ time units before component $i$ fails, where $z_i$ refers to the time needed to get the personnel and material at the maintenance location and to maintain component $i$. Indeed, when the system will fail just before an out-of-service period, maintenance has to be performed in a previous out-of-service period to avoid failure and system downtime during operational hours.

4. Problem definition

In this work, condition-based maintenance planning for a heterogeneous system consisting of $n$ independently and continuously monitored components is considered. In defining the problem, we make a distinction between decision making at the component level and decision making at the system level (see Figure 2).

4.1. Component-level optimization

At this level, we aim to find a set of optimal and near-optimal maintenance strategies for each system component in need of maintenance. The optimal maintenance strategy is defined by:

1. the required type of maintenance;
2. the optimal time of performing maintenance.

The required type of maintenance refers to the maintenance action that brings the system to an as-good-as-new condition. As only major maintenance is considered, the optimal maintenance action depends only on the system health state $H_i$.

The optimal time of performing maintenance refers to the maintenance time that minimizes total “costs”, i.e. the time of maintenance is chosen such that the component’s lifetime is maximized, while accounting for the following additional objectives:

- prevention of failure;
- minimization of downtime during operational hours.

The optimal time depends on the expected degradation over time and on the applicable cost functions and risk tolerances.

As information regarding the system health is available in real time, it is not obvious to decide regarding the time and type of maintenance. On the one hand, it is desirable to make the maintenance decisions as early as possible, as the creation of an effective maintenance schedule requires that the maintenance needs are known in time, e.g.:

- To prevent a failure, the right decision should be made at least $z_i$ time units before component $i$ fails, where $z_i$ refers to the time needed to get the personnel and material at the maintenance location and to maintain component $i$.

4.2. System-level optimization

At this level, we search for the optimal maintenance strategy from the system-level point of view. In the simplest case, the system-level solution coincides with the set containing the optimal strategy for each component. However, if budget or resource constraints are binding or system dependence applies, the system-level solution may differ from the set of optimal component-level solutions.

As only major maintenance is considered, the only optimization variable at the system level is the time of performing maintenance. At the system-level, we aim to maximizing the cost benefits resulting from combining or spreading maintenance activities. In general, direct maintenance costs can be reduced by combining maintenance on nearby system components. This way, part of the costs, e.g. setup...
work and transportation costs, can be shared between the simultaneously maintained components. Although the direct maintenance costs generally decrease when maintenance on nearby components is combined, the indirect costs (e.g., costs related to downtime) do not necessarily decrease. The effect of combining maintenance on the indirect costs depends on the extent to which the additional maintenance of a component influences the functionality of the whole system. When the whole system is out of service during the maintenance of component A, simultaneously maintaining an arbitrary component B has no negative impact on the functionality of the system, and so on the indirect costs. However, when the system is still (partly) functional when only component A is maintained, but no longer (or less) functional when component A and B are maintained simultaneously, combining maintenance on components A and B may have a negative effect on the indirect maintenance costs. In this case, the potential reduction in direct costs (economics of scale) must be traded against the potential increase of indirect costs (loss of functionality). To handle this trade-off, the influences of combining maintenance on both the direct costs and the indirect costs need to be clear. Here, we assume that the potential reduction in direct costs depends on:

1. the number of simultaneously maintained components;
2. the similarity between the maintenance activities;

and the potential reduction in indirect costs depends on:

1. the reduction of downtime when combining maintenance;
2. the structural dependencies between the components.

5. Decision making at the component level

At the component-level, for each component \( i \) in need of maintenance, the optimal and near-optimal maintenance strategies are determined. The focus is on the individual components and dependencies among system components are not yet taken into account. The determination of the (near-)optimal maintenance strategies is done in two steps (see Figure 3). At each monitoring time instant, we first determine, based on the currently available information, optimal and near optimal maintenance strategies. Next, we determine whether we want to plan the maintenance according to the determined maintenance strategy or to postpone the maintenance decision to a later time, when more data are available.

For the sake of brevity, in the sequel we omit the subscript \( i \) when the explicit reference to a particular component \( i \) is not necessary. For the same reason, we omit the time argument \( \tau \) whenever possible.

5.1. Optimization of maintenance type and time

In this step we search for the optimal maintenance action \( a^* \), maintenance time \( t^* \), and the associated costs \( C^* \):

\[
(a^*, t^*) = \arg \min_{a \in A, \tau \in T} C_m(a, \tau) + C_l(a, \tau) + C_d(a, \tau) \tag{1}
\]

\[
C^* = \min_{a \in A, \tau \in T} C_m(a, \tau) + C_l(a, \tau) + C_d(a, \tau) \tag{2}
\]

with \( A \) the discrete set of possible maintenance activities, \( T \) the discrete set of available maintenance time instants, \( C_m(a, \tau) \) the lifetime-averaged direct costs of performing

---

The near-optimal strategies \( x_{1,i}^*, \ldots, x_{k_i,i}^* \) serve as an input for the system-level maintenance optimization (see Figure 2).
maintenance activity \( a \) at time \( t \), \( C_i(a, t) \) the lifetime-averaged indirect costs of maintenance activity \( a \) at time \( t \), and \( C_r(a, t) \) the costs associated with the risk of action \( a \) being inadequate or time \( t \) being too late, where all costs are expressed in terms of (virtual) monetary units. More specifically, we define the lifetime-averaged direct costs of maintenance \( C_m(a, t) \) as:

\[
C_m(a, t) = \frac{c_m(a)}{t - t_{mnt}}
\]

with \( t_{mnt} \) the previous maintenance time and \( c_m(a) \) the direct costs of performing maintenance activity \( a \) (e.g. material, personnel). So, the lifetime-average direct costs of maintenance \( C_m(a, t) \) correspond to the costs \( c_m(a) \) averaged over the lifetime \( t - t_{mnt} \); the larger \( t \) is chosen, the lower are the lifetime-averaged direct costs of maintenance (see Figure 4(a)).

The lifetime-averaged indirect costs of maintenance \( C_i(a, t) \) are defined as:

\[
C_i(a, t) = \frac{c_i(a, t)}{t - t_{mnt}}
\]

with \( c_i(a, t) \) the indirect costs (e.g. the costs related to downtime) of maintenance activity \( a \) at time \( t \). In contrast to the direct costs, the indirect costs depend on the time of maintenance. Indeed, for most systems, the cost of downtime depends on the time of the downtime. For example, for road or railway networks, the inconvenience of downtime is less during night than during day. So, given a particular action \( a \), the life-time averaged indirect costs \( C_i(a, t) \) intermittently decrease for increasing \( t \) (see Figure 4(b)).

Finally, we define the costs \( C_r(a, t) \) related to risk as:

\[
C_r(a, t) = \sum_{j=1}^{t} P(H = f_j) p(\tau_{\text{fail}} < t | H = f_j) C_{\text{fail},j} + \sum_{j \in \{1, \ldots, t\}} P(H = f_j) C_{\text{wrong},j}(a) \tag{5}
\]

The first term expresses the costs related to the risk of maintenance time \( t \) being too late to avoid a failure. The second term expresses the costs related to the risk of maintenance action \( a \) being not appropriate to repair the system. In (5), \( C_{\text{fail},j} \) represents the additional costs of a failure as a consequence of fault \( f_j \) and \( C_{\text{wrong},j}(a) \) represents the cost of an (inadequate) maintenance type decision \( a \) in case of fault \( f_j \). So, given a particular maintenance action, and as long as no maintenance is done, the costs related to risk \( C_r(a, t) \) increase for increasing \( t \) (see Figure 4(c)).

We conclude that the first two terms in (1), i.e. \( C_m \) and \( C_i \), are minimized for \( t \) chosen as large as possible, while the last term, \( C_r \), is minimized for \( t \) chosen as small as possible. The overall optimum depends, besides on the diagnosis result \( (P(H = f_j)) \) and prognosis result \( (p(\tau_{\text{fail}} < t | H = f_j)) \), on the cost functions \( c_m(\cdot), c_i(\cdot), C_{\text{fail},j}, \text{ and} \)
These cost functions are application-specific and need to be defined by practitioners. The direct main-
tronization and failure avoidance.
Besides the optimal maintenance strategy, alternative, near optimal, strategies are determined. These alternative
strategies are required for the system-level optimization and can be found by excluding the optimal strategy from
the search space [3]:
\[
(a^*_k, t^*_k) = \min_{(a, t) \in A \times T} \left( \sum_{l=1}^{\text{number of maintenance activities}} C_m(a, t) + C_a(t) \right)
\]
\[
C^*_{k+1} = \sum_{(a, t) \in A \times T \setminus \{(a^*_k, t^*_k)\}} C_m(a, t) + C_a(t)
\]
\[
C^*_{k+1} = \min_{(a, t) \in A \times T \setminus \{(a^*_k, t^*_k)\}} C_m(a, t) + C_a(t)
\]
The resulting optimization problem can be solved using standard optimization techniques (see e.g. [35]). Which of
the available algorithms is the most suitable depends e.g. on the specific application, the size of the system, the number
of possible maintenance activities and maintenance times, the frequency at which diagnosis, prognosis, and
maintenance planning are carried out, and the number of required near-optimal solutions. A further elaboration on
the selection of an optimization approach is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.2. To plan or to postpone
In this step, it is decided whether to accept the previously found component-level maintenance strategy (i.e.
the combination of maintenance time \(t^*\) and type \(a^*\) or to wait for a potential better maintenance strategy (i.e. a
strategy with lower costs \(C^*\) at a later time. So we have a trade-off between potential cost savings and the risk and
inconvenience of postponing maintenance planning. The problem can thus be considered as a sequential decision
problem. At each monitoring instant, based on the outcome of the previously determined optimal maintenance
strategy, it has to be decided whether to plan maintenance or to postpone the maintenance decision. If the decision
is postponed, we face the decision again at the next monitoring time instant. The problem repeats itself until the
maintenance is planned or the system fails, in which case corrective maintenance is needed.

Inspired by the approaches proposed in [6, 36, 37], we propose to solve the sequential decision problem by for-
mulating it as a Markov decision process and use dynamic programming or reinforcement learning to solve the ob-
tained Markov decision problem. The choice to take advantage of the methods proposed in [6, 36, 37] is motivated
by the resemblance between the considered maintenance optimization task and the task of buying durable goods or
airline tickets: First, the risk that an airline ticket is sold out before buying is comparable to the risk of failure be-
fore maintenance. Second, both buying durable goods and maintenance planning are associated with a cost for post-
poning: when buying durable goods, postponing means that you cannot immediately use the product; when plan-
ning maintenance, postponing means that less freedom remains in scheduling. Third, for both buying durable goods
or airline tickets and planning maintenance, there is uncertainty about the future “costs”, while having some (qual-
itative) knowledge about their further evolution.

5.2.1. Background on Markov decision processes
A (finite) Markov decision process is defined by the tuple \((S, A_m, P, R)\), where \(S\) represents a finite set of states,
\(A_m\) a finite set of actions, \(P\) a probabilistic transition function, and \(R\) a reward function [38, 39]. The transition
function indicates how the state changes as a result of action \(a_m\). Assuming a probabilistic setting, the transition
function \(P(a_m, s, s')\) outputs the probability that the system moves to state \(s'\) given that it is currently in state \(s\)
and action \(a_m\) is taken. The reward function \(R(a_m, s, s')\) evaluates the immediate effect of moving from state \(s\) to
state \(s'\) under action \(a_m\). Note that both the transition function and the reward function satisfy the Markov prop-
terty. The goal is to design an optimal policy \(\pi\) that defines which action \(a_m \in A_m\) to take when the system is in state
\(s \in S\) such that the expected long-term reward is maximized. When the reward function \(R\) and the state transi-
tion function \(P\) are known, the problem can be solved by dynamic programming [40] by recursively solving the fol-
lowing equations:
\[
\pi(s) = \arg \max_{a_m} \left( \sum_{s'} P(a_m, s, s') (R(a_m, s, s') + \gamma V(s')) \right)
\]
\[
V(s) = \sum_{s'} P(s, s') \left( R(\pi(s), s, s') + \gamma V(s') \right)
\]
with \(\gamma \in (0, 1)\) a discount factor. When the reward func-
tion or the transition probabilities are unknown, reinforce-
ment learning [41] can be used to learn the optimal policy,
which can be done offline or online. Online learning is
not recommended for maintenance decision making, as we
want to avoid certain (e.g. safety-critical) errors in the
maintenance decisions. Advantages of learning in sequen-
tial decision making are that it relieves the designer of
the system from deciding upon everything in the design
phase and that it can cope with uncertainty and changing
situations [41].

The final choice for dynamic programming or learning is
problem-specific and depends on the available domain
knowledge and data.

5.2.2. Reformulation as a Markov decision process
To reformulate the considered decision task, i.e. decid-
ing whether to plan maintenance or to postpone the main-
tenance decision, as a Markov decision problem, we first
define the set of states $S$ as the set of all possible instances of the following state vector:

$$s = [C^* P(H) \mu(\Theta) \sigma(\Theta) \tau - \tau_0 D F]^T$$

(10)

with $C^*$ the costs associated with the maintenance strategy under consideration (see Section 5.1), $P(\cdot)$ the probability mass function over the health state, $\mu(\Theta)$ and $\sigma(\Theta)$ the mean and standard deviation of the parameter vector $\Theta = [\Theta_1, ..., \Theta_{l}]$ of the degradation model, $\tau_0$ the initial time of the decision, $D$ a binary variable indicating whether maintenance is already planned or not, and $F$ a binary variable indicating whether the system fails. The state vector is chosen this way as the decision whether or not to plan depends on the current costs $C^*$ and the expected costs of future strategies, which can be predicted based on $C^*$, $P(H)$, and the estimated time-to-failure distribution (characterized by $[\mu(\Theta_1), ..., \mu(\Theta_{l})]$ and $[\sigma(\Theta_1), ..., \sigma(\Theta_{l})]$). Since timely maintenance planning is preferred over last-minute planning, the benefits of planning decrease over time. This motivates to include a decreasing term in the immediate reward function for planning. To ensure that the Markov property is satisfied, $\tau - \tau_0$ is included in the state. The last two elements, $D$ and $F$, are included to define the terminal states. When one of the two is true, the decision process ends, i.e. all states for which holds that $D = 1$ or $F = 1$ are terminal states.

The set of actions $A_m$ is:

$$A_m = \{\text{plan, postpone}\}$$

(11)

Next, we define the transition probabilities as follows:

$$P(C^*(\tau + \Delta)) = f_C(C^*(\tau), P(H(\tau)), \mu(\Theta, \tau), \sigma(\Theta, \tau))$$

(12)

$$P(H(\tau + \Delta)) = P(H(\tau))$$

(13)

$$\mu(\Theta, \tau + \Delta) = \mu(\Theta, \tau)$$

(14)

$$\sigma(\Theta, \tau + \Delta) = f_\sigma(P(H(\tau)), \mu(\Theta, \tau), \sigma(\Theta, \tau))$$

(15)

$$D(\tau + \Delta) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } s_m = \text{postpone} \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(16)

$$P(F(\tau + \Delta) = 1) = P((\tau_{\text{fail}} - \tau) < \Delta)$$

(17)

with $\Delta$ the time interval between two monitoring instants. Equation (12) predicts the costs at the next time instant given the current costs, the diagnosis outcome, and the prognosis result. The function $f_C(\cdot)$, which specifies the relation between $C^*(\tau + \Delta)$ and $C^*(\tau)$, $P(H(\tau))$, $\mu(\Theta, \tau)$, and $\sigma(\Theta, \tau)$, is application-specific and needs to be learned from historical data, possibly in combination with expert knowledge. Note that an important condition is that the diagnosis, prognosis, and maintenance optimization method are in use when collecting the data. Equation (13) indicates that the prediction of the mean of parameter vector $\Theta$ at time $\tau + \Delta$ equals the mean at time $\tau$. The variance of the parameter vector at time $\tau + \Delta$ is expressed as a decreasing function of $P(H(\tau)), \mu(\Theta, \tau)$, and $\sigma(\Theta, \tau)$. Like $f_C(\cdot)$, the function $f_\sigma(\cdot)$ is application-specific and needs to be defined by domain experts or learned from data. Equation (16) specifies that maintenance is not planned as long as $s_m = \text{"postpone"}$. Finally, (17) specifies the probability that the system fails at the next monitoring instant.

With respect to the reward function, we model the loss of utility due to waiting by means of discounting [6]. If we decide to plan the maintenance at time $\tau$, this gives us a utility of $u_{\text{max}}\delta^{\tau - \tau_0}$, with $\tau_0$ the initial time maintenance planning is considered, $\delta$ the discounting rate, and $u_{\text{max}}$ the maximum utility for planning. The net reward for planning maintenance equals the obtained utility minus the costs:

$$R(u_m = \text{plan}, s_D = 0, s'_D = 1) = u_{\text{max}}\delta^{\tau - \tau_0} - C^*$$

with $s_D$ the $D$-component of the state (10). The immediate reward associated with postponing the decision is zero as long as the system does not fail in the next time step. When the system fails, this is penalized with a negative reward $-\alpha$. All together, we define our reward function as follows:

$$R(a_m, s, s') = \begin{cases} u_{\text{max}}\delta^{\tau - \tau_0} - C^* & \text{for } s'_D = 1 \\ -\alpha & \text{for } s'_D = 0 \text{ and } s'_F = 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(18)

with $s_F$ the $F$-component of the state (10). Note that we propose the use of a finite decision horizon, where the horizon corresponds to the predicted failure time $\mu(\tau_{\text{fail}})$ minus $(\omega(\tau_{\text{fail}}) + z)$, with $w$ an application-specific and user-defined parameter defining the latest time one wants to schedule maintenance. The larger $w$, the more failure risk avoiding one is. Planning is forced when the end of the horizon is reached. Because we consider a finite horizon, we do not discount future rewards, i.e. $\gamma = 1$.

6. System-level maintenance optimization

In the system-level optimization we search for the optimal system-level maintenance strategy accounting for economic and structural dependencies among system components.

6.1. Problem formulation

As we consider maintenance planning based on real-time condition monitoring, we face both newly entered maintenance needs and already scheduled5 (but not yet

5The order of scheduling at the system-level is determined by the order in which the maintenance needs are set at the component level.
carried out) maintenance activities in the system-level optimization. Consider that \( \eta \) components need to be maintained and that for \( \eta_{\text{mu}} \) of them maintenance has not yet been planned. Without loss of generality they are remeasured such that \( l = 1, \ldots, \eta_{\text{mu}} \) represent the components for which maintenance is not yet planned. For these components, we have to select the optimal system-level strategy \( x_l \) from the set \( A_l^* \) of optimal and near-optimal component-level maintenance strategies, with \( A_l^* = \{ x_{l,1}^*, x_{l,2}^*, \ldots \} = \{ (x_{l,1}^*, t_{l,1}^*), (x_{l,2}^*, t_{l,2}^*), \ldots \} \) (see Section 5.1). For each other component \( l = \eta_{\text{bs}} + 1, \ldots, \eta \), the maintenance time and type are already defined, i.e. \( x_l = x_{l,0,l}^* \). Now the aim is to find the optimal system-level maintenance strategy \( X_{\text{free}}^* \), i.e. a strategy \( x_l \in A_l^* \) for each component \( l = 1, \ldots, \eta_{\text{bs}} \) such that the system-level criterion \( C_{\text{SL}}(X_{\text{free}}, X_{\text{fixed}}) \) is minimized:

\[
X_{\text{free}}^* = \arg \min_{X_{\text{free}}} C_{\text{SL}}(X_{\text{free}}, X_{\text{fixed}})
\]  (19)

with

\[
X_{\text{free}} = (x_1, \ldots, x_{\eta_{\text{mu}}}) \text{ with } x_l \in A_l^*
\]

\[
X_{\text{fixed}} = (x_{\eta_{\text{mu}}+1}, \ldots, x_{\eta}) \text{ with } x_l = x_{l,0,l}^*
\]

6.2. Optimization criterion

The optimization criterion \( C_{\text{SL}}(X) \) expresses the total costs of system-level strategy \( X \). The total costs equal the sum of the individual maintenance costs corrected for the cost benefits/drawbacks obtained from combining or spreading maintenance.

6.2.1. Cost of individual maintenance activities

The first part of the optimization criterion expresses the total costs of system-level strategy \( X \) in the absence of system dependence, i.e.:

\[
C_0(X) = \sum_{l=1}^{\eta} C_{x_l}, \quad x_l \in X
\]  (20)

with \( C_{x_l} \) the component-level costs of maintenance strategy \( x_l \).

6.2.2. System dependence

We make a distinction between:

1. economics of scale;
2. loss of utility.

To incorporate economics of scale, we split the direct costs of maintenance \( c_m(a) \) into three components:

\[
c_m(a) = c_{m,1}(a) + c_{m,2}(a) + c_{m,3}
\]  (21)

with \( c_{m,1}(a) \) the fixed costs that do not depend on economics of scale, \( c_{m,2}(a) \) the costs that can be shared between components that simultaneously undergo maintenance action \( a \), and \( c_{m,3} \) the costs that can be shared between all simultaneously maintained components, regardless of the type of maintenance. This way, the costs savings resulting from economics of scale can be computed as:

\[
C_{\text{EOS}}(X) = \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{a \in A} \beta_{1,(a,t)}(X)c_{m,2}(a) + \sum_{t \in T} \beta_{2,t}(X)c_{m,3}
\]  (22)

with:

\[
\beta_{1,(a,t)}(X) = \max(0, n_{1,(a,t)}(X) - 1)
\]

\[
\beta_{2,t}(X) = \max(0, n_{2,t}(X) - 1)
\]

\[
n_{1,(a,t)}(X) : \text{number of components that undergo action } a \text{ at time } t \text{ under strategy } X
\]

\[
n_{2,t}(X) : \text{number of maintained components at time } t \text{ under strategy } X
\]

To incorporate loss of utility, we consider both the reduction in downtime and the reduction in system functionality as a consequence of combining. To assess the costs saving resulting from downtime reduction, we split the indirect maintenance costs \( c_i(a,t) \) into two parts:

\[
c_i(a,t) = c_{i,1}(t) + c_{i,2}(a,t)
\]  (23)

with \( c_{i,1}(t) \) the costs that are directly related to system downtime and \( c_{i,2}(a,t) \) all other indirect costs. The reduction in downtime when \( n_{2,t} \geq 1 \) components are maintained at time \( t \) is \((n_{2,t} - 1)c_{i,1}(t)\). Accordingly we define the reduction in downtime costs of strategy \( X \) as:

\[
C_{\text{DT}}(X) = \sum_{t \in T} \beta_{2,t}(X)c_{i,1}(t)
\]  (24)

To incorporate the additional loss of functionality when multiple components are maintained simultaneously, we divide the system’s components into \( \nu \) groups \( g_1, \ldots, g_\nu \), such that if only components of one group are maintained at time \( t \), no additional loss of functionality is induced. When components of different groups are maintained simultaneously, the functionality of the system reduces, and an additional costs term \( C_{\text{LF}}(X) \) is added to the optimization criterion, with \( C_{\text{LF}}(X) \) defined as:

\[
C_{\text{LF}}(X) = \sum_{t \in T} f_{\text{LF}}(X_t(X))
\]

with \( X_t(X) \) the set containing all groups \( g_l \) of which a component is maintained at time \( t \) under strategy \( X \), and \( f_{\text{LF}}(\cdot) \) a function assigning a penalty cost to each possible set \( X_t \).
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### 7. Case study

We illustrate the proposed approach on a case study concerning maintenance planning for a railway network. A railway network consists of different types of components (e.g., tracks, switches, bridges) that are located in areas with different environmental conditions, meaning that the system should be considered as heterogeneous with respect to deterioration processes and costs. Furthermore, railway networks are subject to economic and structural dependencies, meaning that costs and downtime can be reduced when maintenance activities are combined or spread in time. Note that this case study has an illustrative purpose. A full evaluation is only possible in combination with a diagnosis and prognosis method, which is beyond the scope of this paper. As the considered configuration is not so computationally demanding, an exhaustive search algorithm is used to solve the associated optimization problem.

#### 7.1. Problem specification

##### 7.1.1. System description

Consider the network depicted in Figure 5, representing a part of the Dutch railway network. Utrecht and Schiphol are two important and busy railway stations in the Netherlands. Besides the direct line between the two cities, there is an indirect connection between the two cities via Leiden. Furthermore, there is a bus connection between Leiden and Schiphol.

![Figure 5: Railway network considered in the case study.](image)

6.3. System-level optimization formulation

Taking all together, the system-level optimization criterion $C_{\text{SL}}$ is defined as follows:

$$C_{\text{SL}}(X) = C_0(X) - C_{\text{EOS}}(X) - C_{\text{DT}}(X) + C_{\text{LF}}(X)$$

Together with (19) this defines the system-level optimization problem.

System-level optimization problems of small size can be solved by brute-force approaches. For computationally demanding problems, approximate algorithms, like pattern search heuristics or evolutionary algorithms can be used [3].

#### 7.1.2. Component-level cost functions

**Type and time of maintenance.** We define the cost of failure $C_{\text{fail},j}$ as follows: For section faults, $f_{\text{rd}}$ and $f_{\text{sw}}$, we make a distinction depending on the location of the section. Sections close to switches or level crossings influence the proper functioning of these switches and crossings. Therefore, a failure of such a section is more disastrous than a failure of another section. Sections that influence the proper functioning of other assets are said to be of type II, all other sections are of type I. Accordingly, the costs of a failure $C_{\text{fail},j}$ are defined as:

- For type I sections:
  - $C_{\text{fail},f_{\text{rd}}}$: 500 if section is of type I, 2000 if section is of type II
  - $C_{\text{fail},f_{\text{sw}}}$: 750 if section is of type I, 2500 if section is of type II
- For type II sections:
  - $C_{\text{fail},f_{\text{rd}}}$: 1000

Let the costs of a wrong maintenance decision $C_{\text{wrong},j}(a)$ be given by:

- $C_{\text{wrong},f_{\text{rd}}}(a_{\text{rd}}) = 350$
- $C_{\text{wrong},f_{\text{sw}}}(a_{\text{sw}}) = 500$

Note that we know the type of monitored component (section or switch). Hence, we will not schedule a section maintenance action ($a_{\text{rd}}$ or $a_{\text{sw}}$) for a switch. Vice versa, we will not schedule a switch maintenance action ($a_{\text{sw}}$) for a section.

Let the different components of the direct maintenance
costs $c_m(a)$ be given by:

$$c_{m,1}(a) = \begin{cases} 87.5 & \text{if } a = a_{rd} \\ 72.5 & \text{if } a = a_{rc} \\ 130 & \text{if } a = a_{sw} \end{cases}$$ (34)

$$c_{m,2}(a) = \begin{cases} 7.5 & \text{if } a = a_{rd} \\ 10 & \text{if } a = a_{rc} \\ 15 & \text{if } a = a_{sw} \end{cases}$$ (35)

$$c_{m,3} = 5$$ (36)

The different components of the indirect maintenance costs $c_i(a, t)$ are defined as follows:

$$c_{i,1}(t) = \begin{cases} 70 & \text{if } t \text{ is during the day} \\ 20 & \text{if } t \text{ is during the night} \end{cases}$$ (37)

$$c_{i,2}(a, t) = 55$$ (38)

To plan or to postpone. We define the parameters defining the reward function for timely scheduling (see Section 5.2) as:

$$u_{\text{max}} = 100$$ (39)

$$\delta = 0.99$$ (40)

$$\alpha = 5000$$ (41)

Moreover, the transition probabilities are defined by (12)-(17), with the functions $f_C(\cdot)$ and $f_a(\cdot)$ assumed to be known.

7.1.3. System-level cost functions

To define the cost function $f_{LF}(\cdot)$ expressing the additional loss of functionality when multiple components are maintained simultaneously, we divide all components into three groups:

$g_A$: Components of line A “Utrecht-Schiphol”, i.e. $A_{sc,1}, \ldots, A_{sc,n}, A_{sw,1}, \ldots, A_{sw,k}$

$g_B$: Components of line B “Utrecht-Leiden”, i.e. $B_{sc,1}, \ldots, B_{sc,m}, B_{sw,1}, \ldots, B_{sw,j}$

$g_C$: Components of line C “Leiden-Schiphol”, i.e. $C_{sc,1}, \ldots, C_{sc,i}, C_{sw,1}, \ldots, C_{sw,i}$

and accordingly define the cost function $f_{LF}(\cdot)$ as:

$$f_{LF}(X_t) = \begin{cases} 35 & \text{if } g_A \in X_t \text{ and } g_B \in X_t \\ 20 & \text{if } g_A \in X_t \text{ and } g_C \in X_t \text{ and } g_B \notin X_t \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (42)

Simultaneously maintaining components on lines A and B or components on lines A and C means that there is no train connection between Utrecht and Schiphol. Hence combining maintenance activities on line A and B and on line A and C is penalized. Because there are other public transport options between Leiden and Schiphol, which are absent between Utrecht and Leiden, simultaneously maintaining lines A and B is penalized more severely.

![Figure 6: Prognosis result at $\tau_0$. The solid black line correspond to the expected time behavior of the degradation measure in case of a rail defect and the solid gray line represents the time behavior in case of rail contamination. The dashed lines represent the 2.5% and 97.5% bounds of the distribution.](image)

7.2. Component-level optimization

Consider that maintenance is planned once a day, i.e.:

$$\Delta = 1 \text{ day}$$

At time $\tau_0 = 0$, section $A_{sc,1}$, which is of type II indicates a need for maintenance. Component $A_{sc,1}$ was last maintained 150 days ago, i.e. $t_{\text{mnt}} = \tau - 150$. At time $\tau_0$, the diagnosis result of component $A_{sc,1}$ is specified as:

$$P(H(\tau_0) = f_{rd}) = 0.1$$

$$P(H(\tau_0) = f_{rc}) = 0.9$$

and the prognosis result as:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \theta_1 \\ \theta_2 \\ \theta_3 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 2.5 \\ 1 \\ 0.15 \pm 0.1 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} \theta_4 \\ \theta_5 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 3.5 \\ 0.4 \pm 0.2 \end{bmatrix}$$

The prognosis result is shown in Figure 6.

From the diagnostic and prognostic result, we conclude that if rail contamination is present, the system degrades slowly and the 95% confidence interval of the expected time to failure is [161, 483]. However, there is also a small possibility of a rail defect, in which case the system degrades much faster and the 95% interval of the expected time to failure is [18, 92].

Assume that at time $\tau_0$ the following times are available for maintenance:

$$t_1 = \tau_0 + 0.2$$

$$t_p = \tau_{p-1}, \ p = 2, \ldots, 500$$

11
There is one immediate possibility ($t_1$) during the day in the case of an urgent fault. When the problem is not urgent, the maintenance will be scheduled at the most convenient time slot during night.

The optimal and suboptimal maintenance strategies are found based on (1)-(7), with the cost functions as defined in (29)-(38). We found the optimal maintenance strategy with associated costs:

$$(a^*, t^*) = (a_{rc}, t_{12})$$

and the first ten alternative strategies are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Alternative maintenance strategies and associated costs at $\tau_0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$a^*_k$</th>
<th>$t^*_k$</th>
<th>$C^*_k$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$a^*_k$</th>
<th>$t^*_k$</th>
<th>$C^*_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{13}$</td>
<td>418.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_9$</td>
<td>423.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{11}$</td>
<td>419.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{16}$</td>
<td>424.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{14}$</td>
<td>419.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_8$</td>
<td>425.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{10}$</td>
<td>420.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_7$</td>
<td>427.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{15}$</td>
<td>421.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$a_{rc}$</td>
<td>$t_{17}$</td>
<td>428.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 shows the cost components $C_{m+i}(a, t)$ and $C_i(a, t)$ for the different maintenance strategies. For both types of maintenance $a$, the larger we chose $t$ the lower the (direct plus indirect) maintenance costs $C_{m+i}(a, t)$, but the higher the risk costs $C_i(a, t)$. The total costs $C$ for different strategies are shown in Figure 8.

The next step is to decide whether to accept this maintenance strategy or to postpone the maintenance decision to a later time (see Figure 3). The decision is postponed if it is expected that scheduling at a later monitoring instant results in a higher reward. So, we postpone if: 1. it is expected that at least one later monitoring instant the costs of the optimal maintenance strategy have reduced more than the associated penalty costs for postponing have increased; and 2. according to our sequential decision making strategy, we will actually decide to plan maintenance at one of these monitoring instants. Assuming that we have a certain prediction of the future costs and considering reward function (18), with the parameters as defined in (39)-(41), the decision is postponed if there exists $\tau_h > \tau_0$ for which:

$$\left(\frac{100 \cdot 0.99}{u_{max}} \delta \cdot \tau_0 - \hat{C}^*(\tau_h | I_0)\right) \left(1 - P(F(\tau_h) = 1)\right)$$

$$- 5000 P(F(\tau_h) = 1) \geq \frac{100}{u_{max}} - C^*(\tau_0)$$

with $\hat{C}^*(\tau_h | I_0)$ the expected costs of the optimal maintenance strategy determined at $\tau_h$ given the available diagnostic and prognostic information up to $\tau_0$. At $\tau_0$, the probability of failure is negligible in the first few days. Because of the low prediction accuracy, we expect a cost reduction that is larger than the penalty cost of postponing. Therefore, we postpone the decision to $\tau_1$. Similarly we postpone at the next 149 decision instants $\tau_1$ till $\tau_{149}$, meaning that for all $\tau_h \in \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_{149}\}$ there exists $\tau_h > \tau_1$ for which:

$$\left(100 \cdot 0.995 \tau_1 - \hat{C}^*(\tau_h | I_0)\right) \left(1 - P(F(\tau_h) = 1)\right)$$

$$- 5000 P(F(\tau_h) = 1) \geq 100 - C^*(\tau_1)$$

At time $\tau_{150}$, the diagnosis result of component $A_{rc,1}$ is specified as:

$$P(f_{rd}) = 0.0025$$

$$P(f_{rc}) = 0.9975$$

---

$^a C_{m+i}(a, t) = C_m(a, t) + C_i(a, t)$
and the prognosis result as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\theta_1 \\
\theta_2 \\
\theta_3
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
64 \\
1 \\
0.10 \pm 0.05
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\theta_4 \\
\theta_5
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
65 \\
0.41 \pm 0.075
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The prognosis result is shown in Figure 9.

We conclude that the actual value of the degradation measure \(d_{sc1}(\tau_{150})\) is close to the value predicted by the parametrized model of rail contamination defined at \(\tau_0\). The newly obtained parametrized models are however more accurate. Given that rail contamination is present, the 95% confidence interval of the time-to-failure distribution has reduced to \([222 - 150, 254 - 150]\). In case of a rail defect, the probability of which has become really small, the 95% confidence interval is \([174 - 150, 222 - 150]\).

Assume that the following maintenance time slots are available:

\[
t_{150} = \tau_{150} + 0.2 \\
t_p = \tau_{p-1}, \quad p = 151, \ldots, 500
\]

The optimal and suboptimal maintenance strategies are found according to (1)-(7), with the cost functions as defined in (29)-(38):

\[
(a^*, t^*) = (a_{rc}, t_{201})
\]

\[
C^* = 174.0
\]

The first ten alternative strategies and their associated costs are given in Table 2, and Figures 10 and 11 show the costs for the different maintenance strategies. We conclude that the costs of the optimal strategy obtained at \(\tau_{150}\) are significantly lower compared to the costs of the optimal strategy obtained at \(\tau_0\). By postponing the decision we have limited the scheduling possibilities. However, the penalty cost for the delay in planning (maximum 100) is lower than the reduction in maintenance costs (418.2 – 174.0). We assume that the expected cost reduction with later policies is small. Therefore, we accept this maintenance strategy.

Table 2: Alternative maintenance strategies and associated costs at \(\tau_{150}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>(a_k^*)</th>
<th>(t_k^*)</th>
<th>(C_k^*)</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>(a_k^*)</th>
<th>(t_k^*)</th>
<th>(C_k^*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{202})</td>
<td>174.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{197})</td>
<td>175.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{203})</td>
<td>174.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{204})</td>
<td>175.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{199})</td>
<td>174.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{196})</td>
<td>175.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{198})</td>
<td>174.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{195})</td>
<td>176.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{198})</td>
<td>174.8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(a_{rc})</td>
<td>(t_{194})</td>
<td>176.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3. System-level optimization

Consider that 7 system components, namely \(A_{sc1}, A_{sc2}, A_{sw1}, B_{sc1}, B_{sw1}, C_{sc1}\), and \(C_{sw1}\), are in need of maintenance. For section \(A_{sc1}\), maintenance is already scheduled (see Table 3). For each other component, the optimal and near-optimal component-level strategies are given in Table 3.

Minimizing the system-level optimization criterion (25) results in the following system-level maintenance schedule:

- at \(t_{155}\): \(B_{sw1}\)
- at \(t_{180}\): \(A_{sc2}\)
8. Conclusions

We have proposed a two-stage optimization approach to timely maintenance planning in heterogeneous systems. In the first stage, the maintenance needs of the individual system components are determined. In the second stage we optimize the maintenance schedule at the system level. More specifically:

1. We optimize both the required type of maintenance and the time to perform the maintenance;
2. We optimize the time to settle on the aforementioned maintenance decisions, hereby trading accuracy with timeliness;
3. We decouple the maintenance optimization from the diagnosis and prognosis process. In this way, we are able to exploit both diagnostic and prognostic information for maintenance optimization without restricting ourselves to a particular degradation model;
4. We provide a systematic framework for incorporating economic and structural dependencies among system components.

Advantages of the proposed approach are: 1. at the component level, maintenance is planned timely when this does not lead to violations of cost and safety constraints. Timely planning allows to perform maintenance at a convenient time, to inform users regarding system downtime, and to optimize the management of spare parts, material, and personnel; 2. at the system level, maintenance costs are significantly reduced by adequately combining or spreading maintenance activities. The applicability of the method is demonstrated through a case study concerning maintenance planning in a railway network.

The proposed method can be extended and improved in various ways. Some possible directions for future research include:

- Incorporating more advanced models of system degradation and maintenance effectiveness.
- Developing more sophisticated optimization techniques to handle larger and more complex systems.
- Integrating maintenance planning with other operations management tasks, such as scheduling and dispatching.
- Extending the approach to handle more realistic constraints and scenarios, such as varying maintenance availability and time windows.

These enhancements will likely lead to further improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance planning in heterogeneous systems.
are:

1. Include the next monitoring time instant as a decision variable. This would be beneficial for systems for which continuously high-frequency monitoring is expensive or not possible, e.g., measurement trains.
2. Include the decision to perform additional monitoring. In the context of the railway case, this could e.g. refer to additional measurements by a measurement train when the track-side monitoring data do not provide enough information to make an informed decision.
3. Include additional maintenance options, e.g., minimal maintenance, major maintenance, and repair.
4. Make costs savings due to economics of scale dependent on the component’s location.
5. Include the possibility of rescheduling maintenance.
6. Optimize the order and frequency at which maintenance activities are planned in the system-level optimization.
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